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A surprising take on how you can help tackle the really big problems in society–from one of America’s most successful 

entrepreneurs. 

 
People are looking for a better way. Towering barriers are holding millions of people back, and the institutions that should help 

everyone rise are not doing the job. Crumbling communities. One-size fits all education. Businesses that rig the economy. Public 

policy that stifles opportunity and emboldens the extremes. As a result, this country is quickly heading toward a two-tiered 

society. 

 

Today’s challenges call for nothing short of a paradigm shift – away from a top-down approach that sees people as problems to 

be managed, toward bottom-up solutions that empower everyone to realize their potential and foster a more inclusive society. 

 

Such a shift starts by asking: What would it mean to truly believe in people? 

 

Businessman and philanthropist Charles Koch has devoted his life to answering that question. Learn what he’s discovered during 

his 60-year career to help you apply the principles of empowerment in your life, in your business, and in society. 

 

By learning from the social movements and applying the principles that have enabled social progress throughout history, Koch 

has achieved more than he dreamed possible – building one of the world’s most successful companies and founding Stand 

Together, one of America’s most innovative philanthropic communities. Stand Together CEO Brian Hooks and Koch show how the 

only way to solve the really big problems – from poverty and addiction to harmful business practices and destructive public 

policy – is for each and every one of us to find and take action in our unique role as part of the solution. 

 
Author Bio: 
CHARLES KOCH is chairman and CEO of Koch Industries, one of the largest privately held American companies. An influential 

philanthropist for more than 50 years, he supports education, a community of organizations addressing persistent poverty, and 

public policy research focused on developing effective solutions to social problems. He has founded numerous non-profit 

organizations, including Stand Together. He holds two masters degrees in nuclear and chemical engineering from MIT and lives 

in Wichita, Kansas with his wife Liz. 

 

BRIAN HOOKS is chairman and CEO of Stand Together, a philanthropic community that works with more than 700 business 

leaders and philanthropists to empower people to realize their unique potential and help every person rise. He is also president 

of the Charles Koch Foundation and previously served as executive director and COO of the Mercatus Center at George Mason 

University. A graduate of the University of Michigan, he lives in Alexandria, Virginia, with his wife, Christine, and their daughter. 
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'This belting read pulls off the nifty trick of making the kung fu legend's spiritual and combat ideas 
accessible' Maxim 
 
'Truly gets under the skin of this iconic figure' Film Review 
 
In the 1970s Bruce Lee emerged as the world's greatest fighting star - an accolade he has kept ever since. He 
battled to succeed in America in spite of the racial prejudice that denied him a starring role, eventually making 
films in Hong Kong that turned him into a star - the highest-paid movie star of his day. His controversial death, at 
the age of thirty-two when he was at the height of his powers, has given him a James-Dean style enduring 
appeal. 
 
In Bruce Lee - Fighting Spirit, Bruce Thomas has written a complete account not only of Lee's life and death, but 
of the fighting philosophy he developed (jeet kune do) which made him the greatest exponent of martial arts in 
modern times. In this updated edition he reassesses Lee's skills and examines the enduring impact of his legacy - 
on action films and martial arts today. As an icon Bruce Lee's popularity continues to grow and this book is a 
fitting tribute to an extraordinary man whose achievements have never been surpassed. 
 
'An endlessly stimulating account of Lee's life and times' Loaded 
 
Author Bio: 
Bruce Thomas was born in the north-east of England and moved to London as a teenager to become a 
professional musician. He is known principally as the bass player with Elvis Costello and the Attractions, having 
recorded and toured internationally with the band since 1977. He is also a sought-after session musician. He 
trained with the late kung fu master Derek Jones at his school in west London. 
 

REVIEWS 
 

An essential for martial arts fans and a compelling read even for the uninitiated., Derry Journal 
 

By far the best, most honest, and most comprehensive book on Bruce Lee's life ever written, Goodreads 
  



On the Royal Road  
The Burgher King

ELFRIEDE JELINEK
Translated by Gitta Honegger

Nobel Prize winner Elfriede Jelinek is known as a writer
who works in response to contemporary crises and cultural
phenomena. Perhaps none of her works display that
quality as clearly as On the Royal Road. ree weeks after
Donald Trump’s election, Jelinek mailed her German
editor the first draft of this play, which turns out to be a
stunningly prescient response to Trump and what he
represents. In this drama we discover that a “king,” blinded
by himself, who has made a fortune with real estate, golf
courses and casinos, suddenly rules the United States, and
the rest of the people of the world rub their eyes in
disbelief until no one sees anything anymore.

As topical as the evening news, yet with insight built on
a lifetime of closely observing politics and culture, On the
Royal Road brings into focus the phenomenon of right-
wing populism, which spreads like a virus and has a lasting
effect on global politics. Carefully perched somewhere
between tragedy and grotesque, high-pitched and
squeamish, Jelinek in this work questions her own position
and forms of resistance.

Elfriede Jelinek is an Austrian playwright and novelist who
was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2004. Her best-
known novels are Lust and e Children of the Dead.

Gitta Honegger has translated a number of Jelinek’s novels
into English and is the author of the cultural biography
omas Bernhard: e Making of an Austrian.

Dramatic Works

HB `499  •  $21.50  •  £14.99  •  isBN 9780857427786
178 pages •  5 x 8.5 inches •  e German List 

‘Jelinek's work is brave, adventurous, witty,

antagonistic and devastatingly right about the

sorriness of human existence, and her

contempt is expressed with surprising

chirpiness: it's a wild ride.’ Guardian
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The #1 International bestseller 
 
'We need books like this one' 
Steven Pinker 
 
At last, stupidity explained! And by some of the world’s smartest people, among them Daniel Kahneman, Dan Ariely, 
Alison Gopnik, Howard Gardner, Antonio Damasio, Aaron James and Ryan Holiday. 
 
Stupidity is all around us, from the colleagues who won’t stop hitting ‘reply all’ to the former school friends posting 
conspiracy theories on Facebook. But in order to battle idiocy, we must first understand it. In The Psychology of 
Stupidity, some of the world’s leading psychologists and thinkers – including a Nobel Prize winner – will show you . . . 
 
· Why smart people sometimes believe in utter nonsense 
· How our lazy brains cause us to make the wrong decisions 
· Why trying to debate with fools is a trap 
· How media manipulation and Internet overstimulation makes us dumber 
· Why the stupidest people don’t think they’re stupid 
 
As long as there have been humans there has been human stupidity, but with wit and wisdom these great thinkers can 
help us understand this persistent human affliction. 

 
Author Bio: 
Jean-François Marmion is a psychologist, an associate editor of the French journal Sciences Humaines [Social Sciences], 
and a former editor-in-chief of the French magazine Le Cercle Psy [Psychological Circle]. He lives in France, where The 
Psychology of Stupidity was a #1 bestseller. 
 

REVIEWS 
 

A comprehensive and witty inquiry into human folly in its myriad forms . . . [with a] wealth of insights . . . Urgent and 
transformative, this compendium will leave readers equally amused, appalled, and enlightened., Publishers Weekly 

 
Are people getting dumber, or does it just look that way? . . . A smart collection., Kirkus Reviews 

 
Remarkably comprehensive and accessible . . . The book has an easygoing, colloquial feel to it. . . . An illuminating look 

at a subject that is more complex than it might appear to be., Booklist 
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Soon to be a major Netflix series 
 
A lifetime of friendship. A moment of betrayal. 
 
Firefly Lane is an unforgettable coming of age story, by the New York Times number one bestseller Kristin 
Hannah. 
 
It is 1974 and the summer of love is drawing to a close. Kate Mularkey has accepted her place at the bottom of 
the secondary school social food chain. Then, to her amazement, Tully Hart – the girl all the boys want to know – 
moves in across the street and wants to be her best friend. Tully and Kate became inseparable and by summer’s 
end they vow that their friendship will last forever. 
 
For thirty years Tully and Kate buoy each other through life, weathering the storms of friendship, jealousy, anger, 
hurt and resentment. Tully follows her ambition to find fame and success. Kate knows that all she wants is to fall 
in love and have a family. What she doesn’t know is how being a wife and a mother will change her. 
 
They think they’ve survived it all until a single act of betrayal tears them apart. But when tragedy strikes, can the 
bonds of friendship survive? Or is it the one hurdle that even a lifelong friendship cannot overcome? 
 
PRAISE FOR KRISTIN HANNAH 
 
‘A rich, compelling novel of love, sacrifice and survival’ 
Kate Morton 
 
‘A masterclass . . . This is a story that will stay with me for a long, long time.’ 
Karen Swan 
 
Author Bio: 
KRISTIN HANNAH is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of more than twenty novels, including The 
Nightingale, The Great Alone, and The Four Winds. A former lawyer turned writer, she lives with her husband in 
the Pacific Northwest. 

  


